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S.L. Dunn's riveting debut channels Michael Crichton style science fiction with high flying action that
falls nowhere short of Marvel Comics.

The genius. The dreamer. The leader.

A technology unleashes a genocide upon a race of gods.

Two lost warriors are willing to die for their divided beliefs.

And a lone young woman will decide the fate of two worlds.

Above a horrified New York City, genetics and ethics collide as the fallen emperor and a banished exile of
the same herculean race ignite into battle over the city's rooftops. In the streets below, a brilliant young
scientist has discovered a technology that can defeat them both, yet might be more terrible than either.

Set both in modern New York City and in the technologically sophisticated yet politically savage world of
Anthem, Anthem's Fall unfurls into a plot where larger than life characters born with the prowess of gods are
pitted against the shrewd brilliance of a familiar and unlikely heroine.

The young emperor Vengelis Epsilon narrowly escapes the reckoning of his empire at the hands of strange
machines known as Felixes. The Felixes are identical in every respect to the godlike men of Vengelis's world
save for their mechanical blue eyes. Feared to be indestructible, the wanton holocaust of the Felix appears
inescapable. His family murdered and his empire maimed under a shadow of destruction, Vengelis pursues
the pained final words of his dying mentor, and sets course for a remote and unchartered world--our world.

The son of the man who created the Felixes, Gravitas Nerol has spent four years in lonely exile. His crime?
When the Lord General of the Epsilon Army ordered the genocide of a vastly inferior race, Gravitas refused
him. A warrior to his marrow, Gravitas has cast aside his former life and committed himself to the pursuit of
knowledge.

Kristen Jordan is a young and talented graduate student working on a cutting edge research team. Their
wildly inventive new biotechnology, the Vatruvian cell, is the celebrated milestone of modern science. Yet
Kristen remains uneasy about the capabilities of the inexplicable Vatruvian cell, and as their project
develops, it begins to ring oddly familiar to the perilous technology of Vengelis's home.

ANTHEM'S FALL is a thought-provoking technothriller and high-flying action adventure about
genetic engineering, a world of gods who have superpowers, and the collision of two worlds. What
begins as a mysterious technology and an android apocalypse will evolve into a battle of perspectives
and ethical points of view played out across a dramatic new space opera and a recognizable New York
City. Anthem's Fall draws on unique superhero themes, science fiction and grand fantasy. Its complex
characters, moral themes and thundering action will keep you thinking long after you finish.
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From reader reviews:

Helen Albertson:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or go to the outside with them family or
their friend. Do you know? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or perhaps playing
video games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity here is look different you can read some
sort of book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book that you just read you can spent 24 hours a
day to reading a reserve. The book Anthem's Fall it is very good to read. There are a lot of individuals who
recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. When you did not have enough space to
develop this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore simply to read this book through your
smart phone. The price is not to fund but this book possesses high quality.

Titus Johnson:

Why? Because this Anthem's Fall is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to snap
the idea but latter it will distress you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book adjacent to it was
fantastic author who else write the book in such remarkable way makes the content on the inside easier to
understand, entertaining way but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this any longer or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of positive
aspects than the other book possess such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking
approach. So , still want to delay having that book? If I had been you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Diane Welton:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make
someone to understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information easier to
share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and soon. You will
observe that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. Often the book that recommended to you
is Anthem's Fall this guide consist a lot of the information with the condition of this world now. This book
was represented just how can the world has grown up. The words styles that writer use to explain it is easy to
understand. The actual writer made some investigation when he makes this book. Here is why this book
acceptable all of you.

Donna Moore:

Publication is one of source of information. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students and
also native or citizen require book to know the revise information of year to year. As we know those
textbooks have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, may also bring us to around the world. By
book Anthem's Fall we can take more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people? To be creative person
must want to read a book. Simply choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't be doubt to change
your life by this book Anthem's Fall. You can more attractive than now.
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